Chevelle loves to go Cherie hearts @Charlton every day. Even she fall
sick, she will still tell me "l want to Cherie Hearts." Chevelle always look forward to
'Messy Day as she can get messy and wet. Teachers are very caring as Chevelle will
always mention to me that she loves Miss Liu to shower for her and she will share
with me on Teacher Herni reading the Phonics books with her.

Samuel Fong – Angela Ng Poh Eng

I have been to a number of childcares but what make me choose Cherie
Hearts @Charlton is the environment and the teachers' passion. What impress me is,
most childcare doesn't provide Phonics in their normal lesson but Cherie hearts
@Charlton does. They will plan a list of excursion from beginning of the year and also
update their Centre's administration curriculum and other activities regularly. They
will often reminders through whatsApp and email to busy parents which I feel is
good. Every term we will have parent's meeting session which l can understand my
girl's and performance and what to improve on. Their teacher will upload all
children's pictures to Flickr and let us see.

Cherie Hearts @ Charlton let me feel like we are a big family rather than
teachers and others. Cherie Hearts @ Charlton will regularly ask for parents' feedback
to improve the environment and other. Recently, I pointed out a few areas that l
hope to improve to make it safer and a better environment for the kids. I didn't
expect that Cherie Hearts @Charlton really look into it and make the expected
changes. Chevelle joined Cherie Hearts @Charlton on 5 September 2016 (21 months
old), before she 2 years old, she is able manage herself well. When she is 2.5years
old, she can pack her own bag. Before she turn 3 years old, she already off diaper.
Currently she just turned 3 years old, she tries to chat with me and try to express
herself by using lots of vocabulary. This is all the credits of Cherie Hearts @ Charlton's
teachers.
After sending Chevelle to Cherie Hearts @Charlton, we grew with this big
family and they helped me guided and teach Chevelle to be sensible and allow me
able to concentrate at work. The care and concern that Cherie Hearts @ Charlton
teachers and aunties provided made us feel so warm and homely
Thank you to all teachers and aunties from Cherie Hearts @ Charlton
Parents of Chevelle Goh

